Nonviolent Peaceforce invites you to participate in a half day’s introduction to

Nonviolent Conflict Intervention.

We invite you to take one practical step towards a less violent world....

Where: Quaker Center, Riverside 4061 Mission Inn Ave. at Brockton
When: Saturday, Nov. 14, 8:30-12:30am
Cost: by Donation

Explore how nonviolent methods can lessen or prevent conflict—in your daily life, in your community, and around the world. The Nonviolent Conflict Intervention curriculum was developed by Nonviolent Peaceforce of North America: www.nonviolentpeaceforce.org

The morning is filled with hands-on exercises and role plays introducing you to:
- Basic nonviolent communication and conflict intervention methods
- How you can use these skills when you come across conflict in your daily life
- How local and international peace teams use nonviolent strategies in larger conflicts, and
- the work of the Nonviolent Peaceforce building the world’s first large scale weapon-free/unarmed peacekeeping force, an alternative to military intervention in conflicts.

to make a difference...

We believe that basic training in Nonviolent Conflict Intervention (NCI) Training should be as common as training in CPR.

If someone has a heart attack, CPR can keep that person alive until the underlying cause of the attack can be addressed.

NCI allows an individual, a relationship, or a community to survive without physical or emotional injury until the underlying cause of the conflict can be resolved.

Begin now...

The Nonviolence Conflict Intervention Introduction is open to everyone.
Sponsors: Inland Communities Fellowship of Reconciliation icFOR.org

Contact Madelyn MacKay madelynmackay@hotmail.com, Rose Monge Rymonge@aol.com, or Marilyn Sequoia 951-536-5096